
Scope of Policy: Policy applies to the company and all customers of UAB PayrNet. 

As part of our business relationship, we inform you that our risk policy requires us to monitor and exclude certain countries, 
activities and establishments. 

We kindly request that you read the requirements below and ensure that all endusers and payment flows through PayrNet and bank 
partners comply with these requirements. 

In the event of non-compliance with these new rules, some payment flows may be rejected without prior notification. 

Our teams remain at your disposal to support you and answer any questions."                                                        

Prohibited Country Country 
code

High Risk country Country 
code Crimea, Donetsk, 

Luhansk
Region of UA Venezuela VE

Cuba CU Central African Rep CF
Iran, Islamic Republic 
of

IR Congo, the Democratic 
Republic

CD
North Korea KP Eritrea ER
Syria SY Bolivia BO
Sudan SD Brazil BR
Afghanistan AF Burundi BI
Iraq IQ China CN
Libya LY Gaza Strip PS
South Sudan SS Guinea Bissau GW
Belarus BY Lao People's Democratic 

Republic
LA

Russian Federation RU Western Sahara EH
Ethiopia ET
Republic of  Guinea FJ
Lebanon LB
Liberia LR
Mali ML
Myanmar MM
Pakistan PK
Somalia SO
Ukraine UA
Yemen YE
Zimbabwe ZW
Botswana BW
Vanuatu VU
Panama PA
Barbados BB



Cambodia KH
Jamaica JM
Nicaragua NI
Uganda UG
Albania AL
Mauritius MU
Trinidad and Tobago TT
Jordan JO
West Bank (Palestinian 
Territory, O

PS
Bahamas BS
Burkina Faso BF
Cayman Islands KY
Morocco MA
Senegal SN
Philippines PH
Haiti HT
Malta MT
Turkey TR
American Samoa AS
Palau PW
Fiji FJ
United States Virgin 
Islands

VI
Guam GU
Samoa WS
Antigua and Barbuda AG
Dominican Republic DO
Guatemala GT
Kenya KE
St Kitts & Nevis KN
Belize BZ
Marshall Islands MH
Nauru NR
Guernsey GG
Ghana GH
Seychelles SC
Aruba AW
Bahrain BH
Cook Islands CK
Uruguay UY
Anguilla AI
Bermuda BM
British Virgin Islands VG
Ecuador EC



St Maarten SX
Gibraltar GI
Jersey JE
Montserrat MS
Nigeria NG
Isle Of Man IM
Liechtenstein LI
Comoros KM
Dominica DM
Tunisia TN
Azerbaijan AZ
Bosnia-Herzegovina BA
Egypt EG
Madeira
Tahiti
Turks and Caicos Islands TC
Namibia NA
Niue NU
Saint Helena, Ascension 
and Trista

SH
Saint Pierre and 
Miquelon

PM
Tonga TO
Azores
Curacao CW
Brunei Darussalam BN
Maldives MV
United Arab Emirates AE

Countries governance control framework 

Risk Level Trading 
Address

Registration Address Residency 
Address

UBO 
ResidencyHigh Perform EDD Perform EDD Perform EDD Perform EDD

Prohibited* Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed
* In case any risk category will be related to one of the countries under "prohibited" risk level, it is subject to approval from UAB "PayrNet" MLRO. Without obtaining an 
approval from PayrNet -  it is prohibited to enter into business relationships or carry out payments with parties linked to prohibited jurisdictions. In case payments are 
processed or business relationships entered without obtaining an approval from PayrNet - this will result in restrictions from PayrNet.



Controlled jurisdictions are identified by international organisations (FATF and EU commission) as having strategic deficiencies in their 
counter money laundering, terrorist financing, and proliferation financing regimes, although the list of reasons of identifying country as a 
"controlled" is not exhaustive as it also includes EU List of Tax Heavens, the EU list of non-cooperative jurisdictions for tax purposes and 
other criteria related to local legislations.

Due to the high-risk factor, customers who intend to provide services related to these countries should carry out a comprehensive risk 
assessment to identify, assess, and manage the specific risks to their business model. 

Under the Money Laundering Regulations 2017 (amendment 2019), enhanced due diligence (EDD) is mandated for any business 
relationship with a person established in a high-risk third country. Endusers and payments flow through these jurisdictions should be 
subject to enhanced due diligence and ongoing monitoring. 

These countries continue to work with the FATF to address their strategic deficiencies, and FATF review and update the list accordingly.   
Subsequently, Railsbank will periodically review our country list to ensure it remains accurate and reflects the latest update in removing 
countries that have made progress and new jurisdictions added onto the list. 

In order to assist customers who provide services related to the 'Controlled' countries, this policy sets out the additional governance steps 
applied to such requests. 

The Railsbank compliance team will review and assess the propriety of such request and seek MLRO's approval. 

The quality of these policies and procedures are essential for final decision making. 

Business model and 
commercial business 
value: 

In order to understand the rationale of establishing a business relationship with persons established in a high-risk third 
country, the customer should provide information with details of the purpose of the requests and the economic impact of the 
business. This should align with the customer's business plan and vision of the firm. 

Risk assessment (RA): A thorough understanding of the business financial crime risks is critical if the customer is to apply proportionate and 
effective systems and controls. The customer should identify and assess the financial crime risks exposed from the 
jurisdictions it provides products and services to. It should consider a wide range of factors and typologies that are specific to 
the business model. e.g. the types of customers it attracts, the complexity and volume of transactions, the distribution 
channels it uses to service customers, the unique typologies that happen in specific jurisdictions and the vulnerabilities of the 
product and service can be explored to be used for money laundering and other financial crimes.
The RA shall be subject to detailed review after the initial 6 month period and annual review after(in addition to ongoing 
monitoring and testing). 



EDD policy and 
procedure

EDD is mandatory for any business relationship with a person based in any restricted countries listed, including increasing the 
quantity and quality of information obtained for due diligence purposes. 

The information requested below is not exhaustive for EDD processes on: 
- endusers 
- payment transactions 
- ongoing monitoring 

For example , 
1) Information about the intention to open accounts with the customer to ascertain that the nature and purpose of the 
business relationship have economic and legitimate reasons, and this will also help the customer assess the customer risk 
profile. The information in the list below is not exhaustive: 

i. the size and frequency of transactions that the customer is likely to transfer to these jurisdictions to enable customers to 
spot deviations that might arise to suspicion, where appropriate documentary evidence should be provided. 

ii. obtaining more robust verification of the customer's identity based on information from a reliable and independent source, 
and carrying out fraud checks to prevent fraudulent activities.  

iii. a better understanding of the customer's occupation and profession, reputation and role in public life and assessing how 
this affects the level of risk associated with the business relationship. This is part of the risk assessment for a PEP. A means of 
obtaining such information include Sanction/ PEP / Adverse media screening and extra research from publicly accessible 
resources 

iv. establish how the customer acquired their wealth to be satisfied that it is legitimate, this can be income from salary 
(payslip) , VAT  and income tax returns, savings (bank statement), investment return(dividend issued) , running a business 
(annual return / financial statement of the business ), selling properties (deeds), inheritance (will or other documentation 
evidence) , independent media reports etc anything independent from the customer that could demonstrate a reasonable 
source 

v. establishing the source of funds to be satisfied that they do not constitute the proceeds from crime, evidence can be the 
same as the one above for source of wealth 

2) Annual periodic review and event-driven ongoing monitoring to ascertain whether there are any circumstances change of 
the customer and if there was any change, is the risk level still manageable  

3) establish the destination of funds or ascertaining the reason for certain transactions that are deviated from the purpose of 
the business relationship 

4) senior management approval - customer should seek senior approval to acknowledge the risk level that the customer is 
exposed to, and regularly report to the senior management to enable informed decisions to be made regarding the extent to 
which they and we are both equipped to manage that risk. 

Version Control                                                 
Version Date        Version       Issued Brief Summary of Change        
23/03/2022            V2.3           Updated with separation of UBO and Director residency governance controls and removing "sanctioned" risk level
                                                 Added new risk criteria in relation to FATF, TAX-related countries and updated list of HR3C
                                                 Updated "Know Your Country" index
                                                 Updated risk levels based on UAB "Payrnet" banking providers expectations
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Scope of Policy: Policy applies to the company and all customers of UAB PayrNet. 

As part of our business relationship, we inform you that our risk policy requires us to monitor and exclude certain countries, 
activities and establishments. 

We kindly request that you read the requirements below and ensure that all endusers and payment flows through PayrNet and bank 
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Countries governance control framework 

Director 
Residency

Send/Receive 
Money

EDD on All 
PaymentsPerform EDD Perform EDD Perform EDD

Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed
* In case any risk category will be related to one of the countries under "prohibited" risk level, it is subject to approval from UAB "PayrNet" MLRO. Without obtaining an 
approval from PayrNet -  it is prohibited to enter into business relationships or carry out payments with parties linked to prohibited jurisdictions. In case payments are 
processed or business relationships entered without obtaining an approval from PayrNet - this will result in restrictions from PayrNet.



Controlled jurisdictions are identified by international organisations (FATF and EU commission) as having strategic deficiencies in their 
counter money laundering, terrorist financing, and proliferation financing regimes, although the list of reasons of identifying country as a 
"controlled" is not exhaustive as it also includes EU List of Tax Heavens, the EU list of non-cooperative jurisdictions for tax purposes and 
other criteria related to local legislations.

Due to the high-risk factor, customers who intend to provide services related to these countries should carry out a comprehensive risk 
assessment to identify, assess, and manage the specific risks to their business model. 

Under the Money Laundering Regulations 2017 (amendment 2019), enhanced due diligence (EDD) is mandated for any business 
relationship with a person established in a high-risk third country. Endusers and payments flow through these jurisdictions should be 
subject to enhanced due diligence and ongoing monitoring. 

These countries continue to work with the FATF to address their strategic deficiencies, and FATF review and update the list accordingly.   
Subsequently, Railsbank will periodically review our country list to ensure it remains accurate and reflects the latest update in removing 
countries that have made progress and new jurisdictions added onto the list. 

In order to assist customers who provide services related to the 'Controlled' countries, this policy sets out the additional governance steps 
applied to such requests. 

The Railsbank compliance team will review and assess the propriety of such request and seek MLRO's approval. 

The quality of these policies and procedures are essential for final decision making. 

In order to understand the rationale of establishing a business relationship with persons established in a high-risk third 
country, the customer should provide information with details of the purpose of the requests and the economic impact of the 
business. This should align with the customer's business plan and vision of the firm. 
A thorough understanding of the business financial crime risks is critical if the customer is to apply proportionate and 
effective systems and controls. The customer should identify and assess the financial crime risks exposed from the 
jurisdictions it provides products and services to. It should consider a wide range of factors and typologies that are specific to 
the business model. e.g. the types of customers it attracts, the complexity and volume of transactions, the distribution 
channels it uses to service customers, the unique typologies that happen in specific jurisdictions and the vulnerabilities of the 
product and service can be explored to be used for money laundering and other financial crimes.
The RA shall be subject to detailed review after the initial 6 month period and annual review after(in addition to ongoing 
monitoring and testing). 



EDD is mandatory for any business relationship with a person based in any restricted countries listed, including increasing the 
quantity and quality of information obtained for due diligence purposes. 

The information requested below is not exhaustive for EDD processes on: 
- endusers 
- payment transactions 
- ongoing monitoring 

For example , 
1) Information about the intention to open accounts with the customer to ascertain that the nature and purpose of the 
business relationship have economic and legitimate reasons, and this will also help the customer assess the customer risk 
profile. The information in the list below is not exhaustive: 

i. the size and frequency of transactions that the customer is likely to transfer to these jurisdictions to enable customers to 
spot deviations that might arise to suspicion, where appropriate documentary evidence should be provided. 

ii. obtaining more robust verification of the customer's identity based on information from a reliable and independent source, 
and carrying out fraud checks to prevent fraudulent activities.  

iii. a better understanding of the customer's occupation and profession, reputation and role in public life and assessing how 
this affects the level of risk associated with the business relationship. This is part of the risk assessment for a PEP. A means of 
obtaining such information include Sanction/ PEP / Adverse media screening and extra research from publicly accessible 
resources 

iv. establish how the customer acquired their wealth to be satisfied that it is legitimate, this can be income from salary 
(payslip) , VAT  and income tax returns, savings (bank statement), investment return(dividend issued) , running a business 
(annual return / financial statement of the business ), selling properties (deeds), inheritance (will or other documentation 
evidence) , independent media reports etc anything independent from the customer that could demonstrate a reasonable 
source 

v. establishing the source of funds to be satisfied that they do not constitute the proceeds from crime, evidence can be the 
same as the one above for source of wealth 

2) Annual periodic review and event-driven ongoing monitoring to ascertain whether there are any circumstances change of 
the customer and if there was any change, is the risk level still manageable  

3) establish the destination of funds or ascertaining the reason for certain transactions that are deviated from the purpose of 
the business relationship 

4) senior management approval - customer should seek senior approval to acknowledge the risk level that the customer is 
exposed to, and regularly report to the senior management to enable informed decisions to be made regarding the extent to 
which they and we are both equipped to manage that risk. 

Version Control                                                 
Version Date        Version       Issued Brief Summary of Change        
23/03/2022            V2.3           Updated with separation of UBO and Director residency governance controls and removing "sanctioned" risk level
                                                 Added new risk criteria in relation to FATF, TAX-related countries and updated list of HR3C
                                                 Updated "Know Your Country" index
                                                 Updated risk levels based on UAB "Payrnet" banking providers expectations


